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Sample Means, Center/Spread, Normal
Distribution
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● Clarification: Confidence Intervals (Piazza)
● p% Confidence Intervals
● If we sample 100 times from the population and we take a 95% CI, only

●

then we see that the true parameter is captured by ~ 95 of the confidence
intervals.
If we have one sample and we bootstrap (resample) it 100 times, then we
are not sure about it.
● If sample is representative, ~95 CIs will capture true parameter
● If sample is bad, fewer will capture the true parameter

● Per usual:
○ Feedback Form: https://tinyurl.com/feedbackD8Kevin
All resources can be found on kevin-miao.com

Today
● Busy day
● Mean/Median
● Variability
○ Standard Deviation and Variance
● Standard Deviation and Normal Curves
● Central Limit Theorem
● Variability of Sample Mean

Worksheet
Link: https://tinyurl.com/d8tutweek11

The median is the th percentile of a collection of numbers It is the middle
element
Properties of the Mean and Median
The mean and median aren t necessaril elements of the set of numbers
The might not be an integer even if all the elements of the collection are
integers
If the collection consists of values measured in specified units then the have
the same units too
Mean s Median
The median is alwa s the midpoint of the data while the mean is affected b the
magnitude of the data points For e ample if the data is concentrated to the right
th
with fewer values on the left the mean is dragged to the
left b those tail values
median

Mean/Median

● Mean: The sum of all elements divided by the total number of
●

elements in the collection.
○ Analogy: Seesaw and the balance point.
Median: 50 percentile of the graph
mean
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Properties - Mean/Median

● Mean: The sum of all elements divided by the total number of
●

elements in the collection.
- The
mean/median
might not
be true values
○ Analogy:
Seesaw
and the balance
point.
- The mean/median can become decimals
Median: 50 percentile of the graph
- Same units as the values you measured

 In the graph to the right, is the mean or the median larger

Practice Problems

Q1

Suppose a set of numbers has mean value
and median value
distribution of the values in the data skewed left or skewed right

. Is the

Practice
Problems
 In the graph
to the right, is the mean or the median larger

S uppose a set of numbers has mean value
and median value
Is the distribution of
the values in the data ske ed left or ske ed right
The data is ske ed left because the lo values in the data at left pull the mean belo the
media
because
median
mean
 In he graph on he lef is he mean or he median larger
median

skewed left

 In the graph to the right, is the mean or the median larger

 Suppose you have an array containing three s, seven s, and a .
a. Write an
arithmetic expression
to calculate the mean of the array. How does
media
team's
the
affect the histogram

The
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Graph
 Suppose you have an array containing three s, seven s, and a
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a. Write an arithmetic expression to calculate the mean of the array. How does
the
affect the histogram
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han he median beca
then
thenight

. Now suppose we replace the
with
. How does this affect the mean
How about
the median
 Suppose
you have
an array containing three s, seven s, and a .
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Variability
●

These graphs have the same mean, but their spread spread is different.

●
●
●

SD = Root ( Mean ( Squared ( Difference from the average))

o

o

Variance = Standard Deviation 2
Converting to SU
○ Sometimes units are on different scales, i.e. you are predicting ($) vs gallons.

○
○

SU =

!"#$% &"!%'"(%
)*

Just think of it as converting from Celsius to Fahrenheit.

Ke Concepts

Standard Normal Curve

er ie
Here is the standard normal c r e mean
SD
and some of its properties
● total
Standard
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The
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e is
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ith its mean and
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○ Standard Deviation of 1
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Graph Fact: Normal Distribution
The table
belo the
sho snormal
the more specific
bo nds for the
normal distrib tion
note these
○ For
distribution
(symmetric
bellare larger than Cheb she s bo nds

shaped curve), we know more:

Practice Problem
 Vehicle speeds on a high a are normall distrib ted ith mean

mph and SD

first find ho far it is from the a erage of the distrib tion
and then compare that de iation ith the standard
de iation of the distrib tion

Q2

Practice Problems
 rite code to con ert the dela times in col mn
W
Dela from the  nited table at right to standard nits
Name the arra of con erted times dela _standard.

Lay

Ddhelay

United

Column C

standard

delay

Delay
up Mean cdelay

Ip Stall delay

Q3
Practice Problem

0

 Vehicle speeds on a high a are normall distrib ted ith mean
mph and SD
mph Using the table abo e hat is the appro imate probabilit that a randoml chosen
car is going more than
mph
Hin  Remember that the total area nder the normal c r e is and that the area nder
a region of the c r e represents the proportion of total data that falls in that region
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Central Limit Theorem

edian

● There is something cool about the mean:
○ If we collect a large, random sample with replacement,

ean of a collection of numbers is the sum of all the elements
al number of elements in the collection

regardless of the distribution of the population, the distribution
of all your sample means (or the sum of the samples) will be
an and Median
median aren t necessaril elements of the set of numbers
t be an integer even if all the elements
of the collection are
approximately
normal.
th percentile of a collection of numbers It is the middle

n consists of values measured in specified units then the have
too

•

Sample many times (large samples, with
replacement)
a s the midpoint of the data while the mean is affected b the
•
Take the mean
data points For e ample if the data is concentrated to the right

on the left the mean is dragged to the left b those tail values

Array of
sample means
Where you read mean, you can also sub in sum

Normal Curve
Centered at
true mean

Variability of Sample Mean
The standard deviation of
these sample means
depends on the sample
size!

● SD of Sample Means =

Array of
sample means

Normal Curve
Centered at
true mean
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● So the smaller the SD, the more accurate my estimate.

The Central Limit Theorem sa s that the probabilit distribution of the 
The Central Limit Theorem sa s that the probabilit distribution of the 
a e age f a a ge a d
a
ed a
i h e ace e
i be
gh
a e age f a a ge a d
a
ed a
i h e ace e
i be
gh
a  regardless of the distribution of the population from which the sample is
a  regardless of the distribution of the population from which the sample is
drawn
drawn
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PracticeProblems
Problems
Practice

 Suppose ou simulate the proportion of purple flowered plants in a sample of
 Suppose ou simulate the proportion of purple flowered plants in a sample of
plants from Mendel s
purple and
white flower plant population using
plants from Mendel s
purple and
white flower plant population using
am le_ o o ion 
times Then ou plotted distribution of the proportion
am le_ o o ion 
times Then ou plotted distribution of the proportion
of purple flowered plants from each of the
trials What would this distribution
of purple flowered plants from each of the
trials What would this distribution
look like Where would the distribution be centered
look like Where would the distribution be centered

normalcy

distributed

CBell Curve
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 What would it look like if we used a sample si e of

 What would it look like if we used a sample si e of

still

nanae

but

Skinnier

Variabilit of
ofthe
theSample
SampleMean
Mean
Variabilit
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instead
instead

centered at
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Q5

Practice Problems
 As sample size increases, what happens to the distribution of the sample mean?
Does it become narrower or wider? Where is it centered?

narrower

normally distributed
near

population mean

 Does population size affect the variability of the sample mean?

population site

doesn't

mean

affect

the

variability of Sample

 If you had a sample size of 100, but wanted to increase accuracy by a factor of 4,
what should the new sample size be?

new Sampe she showed be

same
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End of Section
● Please complete the anonymous Feedback form so I can improve
my teaching:
●

https://tinyurl.com/feedbackD8Kevin

● Solutions and notes will be posted after Wednesday.
● Email me if you have any questions: kevinmiao@berkeley.edu

